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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we present a depth-color scene modeling strategy for 
indoors 3D contents generation. It combines depth and visual in-
formation provided by a low-cost active depth camera to improve 
the accuracy of the acquired depth maps considering the different 
dynamic nature of the scene elements. Accurate depth and color 
models of the scene background are iteratively built, and used to 
detect moving elements in the scene. The acquired depth data is 
continuously processed with an innovative joint-bilateral filter that 
efficiently combines depth and visual information thanks to the anal-
ysis of an edge-uncertainty map and the detected foreground regions. 
The main advantages of the proposed approach are: removing depth 
maps spatial noise and temporal random fluctuations; refining depth 
data at object boundaries, generating iteratively a robust depth and 
color background model and an accurate moving object silhouette. 
Index Terms— 3D content generation, depth map filtering, bi-
lateral filter, mixture of Gaussians, active depth cameras, Kinect. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last years growing attention has been paid to 3D contents 
generation for multimedia applications to augment user experience 
with the interaction of virtual objects and scenarios. In particular, 
the great success of low-cost depth cameras with good resolution 
and acquisition frame rate, such as [1], is multiplying the number 
of 3D-based applications proposed everyday by developers and re-
searchers. Initially proposed for Human Computer Interface appli-
cations, such as gaming [2], low-cost depth cameras have been suc-
cessfully employed in other research areas such as robot-navigation 
[3], 3D scene segmentation [4] and object recognition [5]. 
However, low cost depth cameras's data is in general affected by 
different types and levels of noise (see Section 2); even if this issues 
do not critically compromise the performance of applications such as 
gaming, it is fundamental to develop efficient strategies to improve 
the depth data accuracy and hence to broaden the application pos-
sibilities of low-cost depth cameras. Several techniques have been 
developed to improve depth maps accuracy, that aim at removing 
artifacts, refining object boundaries, and generating a smooth depth 
map. Simple smoothing approaches lead to poor results since the 
filtered depth data appear excessively blurred near to depth disconti-
nuities; hence, edge preserving filtering techniques, such as the bilat-
eral filter [6], have to be deployed to avoid this effect. The weights of 
the bilateral filter are selected as a function of a photometric similar-
ity measure of the neighbor pixels; non-similar neighbor pixels are 
excluded from the filtering process and the blurring effect is reduced. 
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This idea has been extended in the joint-bilateral filter [7] in which 
the weights are selected as a function of the properties of another 
guidance image. As far as the low-cost cameras' depth maps is con-
cerned, standard bilateral filter have been applied to improve depth 
maps of the segmentation dataset proposed in [4]; the depth maps 
used in the object recognition dataset [5] have been processed with 
a recursive median filter to restore invalid depth measurements. The 
approach proposed in [8] is based on the analysis of motion vectors 
to register images in time, using a non-causal spatio-temporal me-
dian filtering. Good qualitative results are reported for some image 
areas, but this strategy does not tackle the noisy boundaries problem; 
moreover computational requirements are another important draw-
back of this approach. In [9] a GPU-based filtering system is pre-
sented: normalized convolution is used for the restoration of invalid 
depth measurements, followed by an edge-preserving guided filter. 
Although operating in real-time, limited depth map improvement is 
obtained mainly because only depth information is considered by 
the filters: erroneous depth values are interpolated for invalid depth 
measurements, and the objects noisy borders in depth are preserved 
and eventually blurred. In [10] an adaptive joint-bilateral filtering 
system fuses depth, visual and temporal information to improve the 
accuracy of the depth; its main drawback is that it cannot be directly 
adapted to scenes containing moving objects. 
We propose in this paper an accurate depth-color scene modeling 
approach for 3D contents generation, based on some of the concepts 
developed in [10]. It allows improving the accuracy of the depth 
maps for both, static and moving objects in indoor environments 
considering their different dynamic nature. Accurate depth-based 
and color-based models of the scene background are iteratively built, 
and they are used to detect moving objects in the scene thus allow-
ing efficiently filtering and refining their corresponding depth maps. 
The acquired depth data is continuously processed with an innova-
tive joint-bilateral filter that efficiently combines depth and visual 
information to improve the depth map accuracy of both, static and 
moving objects, by considering the concept of an edge-uncertainty 
map. The innovative features are an efficient filtering process based 
on the introduction of the edge-uncertainty map and the extension 
of this modeling/filtering framework to scenarios that include also 
moving objects; in this way the proposed system results very suit-
able for the generation of 3D-content of dynamic indoor scenes. 
2. DEPTH MAP ERRORS 
Depth data provided by low-cost active depth cameras, such as [1], 
is affected by different type of errors. As it can be noticed in Fig-
ure 3(b), errors result in noisy object boundaries, incoherent pixel 
neighborhood depth values in fiat regions such as walls, and pixels 
for which the depth measurements cannot be estimated (nmd pixels) 
that form non measured regions (marked in red in the figure). More-
over, depth measurements relative to a static object present random 
temporal fluctuations. For more details, about depth camera noise 
see [ 10]. The propo sed approach aims at reducing the effect of these 
errors in the depth map to accurately generate 3D contents. 
3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The proposed depth-color modeling system is constituted by three 
main blocks as reported in Figure 1: a color-depth segmentation 
module detects moving objects in the scene and discriminate be-
tween foreground (Fg) and background (Bg) pixels; the acquired 
depth maps (D) are filtered with an innovative joint-bilateral filter 
by considering the estimated color (Im) and depth (Dm) model and 
the detected Bg and Fg regions; in the third module the depth model 
and color model of the scene are iteratively updated. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed system. 
3.1. Object detection and Model Update 
The proposed strategy is based on the continuous estimation of a 
color-based model (Im) and a depth-based model (Dm) of the static 
(background) objects; the model is used to improve depth map fil-
tering and to accurately detect moving objects in the scene. In our 
approach the Mixture of Gaussian background modeling algorithm 
[11] is proposed: it is a popular algorithm that allows to accurately 
estimating quasi-static backgrounds, adapting to new background 
configurations and gradual changes; each pixel is modeled indepen-
dently as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. During the object de-
tection phase a statistical test is performed to detect those pixels that 
do not belong to the MoG distribution and are marked as foreground 
pixels. In particular, Fg and background Bg masks are estimated 
considering the two models independently; this information is used 
to properly adapt the filter characteristics to Bg and Fg pixels. It is 
worth noting that are considered real Fg pixels only those classified 
as Fg using Dm (depth-Fg). The pixels identified as Fg using Im 
(color-Fg) are used to classify nmd pixels (there is no depth infor-
mation associated to them), and to refine the boundaries of the depth-
Fg regions. The depth model Dm is updated with the filtered depth 
maps Df, thus allowing to reduce temporal random fluctuations of 
depth measurements for Bg pixels and to build the consistency map 
Cmap employed to interpolate the nmd pixels. Cmav indicates the 
reliability of depth measurements in Dm: the greater its value the 
higher its reliability; it is computed as the occurrence number of 
depth measurements that belong to the background model. Im is 
updated with the color information / . 
3.2. Data Filtering 
The proposed filtering strategy is based on an innovative joint-
bilateral filter that reduces the spatial noise of the acquired depth 
map while refining object boundaries and interpolating coherent 
depth values for the nmd pixels. The block diagram of the filter is 
shown in Figure 2. The filters used for Bg and Fg pixels are differ-
ent, for the lack of space we report here only the filter equations for 
the Bg case and highlight the differences with the Fg case. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of depth filtering module. 
Let us define Dv the pixel in the depth map D at the position p. 
and Dvm the corresponding pixel in the depth-based model Dm. The 
depth value obtained with the joint-bilateral filter is: 
&f = ¿ E Dqf(p,q)g(I,D,Im,Dm,U) (1) 
where QP is the neighborhood of the pixel at position p, / ( • ) is a 
smoothing Gaussian function known as the spatial term of the joint-
bilateral filter, and the function (?(•) is the range term of the joint-
bilateral filter that determines the weights of / ( • ) by measuring the 
pixels similarity. It is worth noting that sub-indexes p and q are not 
included in the range term in equation 1 for readability. U is the 
edge-uncertainty map and its values determine which model (Im or 
Dm) has to be used to estimate the pixels similarity. As previously 
mentioned, the depth map presents noisy object boundaries with non 
reliable depth data; for this reason we propose to filter boundaries' 
pixels considering the color information. In fact, discontinuities in 
the visual domain in the neighborhood of the depth discontinuity 
help to consider in the filter only pixels that likely belong to the 
same object, thus refining the depth map at object boundaries. On 
the contrary, to obtain a smoothing effect in homogeneous depth re-
gions only depth data is considered. The edge-uncertainty map U, is 
a binary mask that identifies regions in surrounding depth disconti-
nuities in D that are characterized by a low correlation in the color 
domain; it is obtained by analyzing the gradient of D and the color 
data / . The range term §-(•) is thus evaluated as: 
g(.) = wifli ( | |DP - Dm\\) + "2ff2 ( | | /p - Iqm\\) (2) 
where <?i(») and <?i(») are the range terms (Gaussian functions) 
that measure respectively the similarity for p pixel with respect to 
the q pixel of the depth and color models. The binary weights LO\ 
and LÜ2 depend on the values of U and are defined such that LO\ = 
xor (Up,Uq) and ui2 = not (coi). In particular, if the filtered pixel p 
or its neighbor q is in the uncertainty zone, the similarity range term 
is calculated considering Im and LO\ is set to 0. In case of foreground 
pixels (?(•) is calculated by analyzing the D instead of Dm, U iden-
tifies the regions near depth the discontinuities of D and / is used 
instead of Im. Moreover, the boundaries of the depth-Fg regions 
are refined by evaluating the corresponding more accurate color- Fg 
regions boundaries. 
The obtained filtered depth map Df is then processed to interpo-
late values for the nmd pixels using consistent depth map values in 
their neighborhood. These new values are obtained by applying the 
joint-bilateral filter shown in equation 3. This filter is applied to all 
the nmd pixels that have in their neighborhood a significant number 
of pixels with reliable depth value. 
D?=H{Cmap,W)/kv J2 Dqf(p,q)92(\\Im-Iqm\\) (3) 
qdCiP 
where H (Cmap, flp) evaluates the reliability of the depth values in 
the neighborhood flp (see [10] for more details); / ( • ) is the spatial 
term and <?2(*) is the range term that considers color information. 
It is worth noting that equation 3 assumes that the nmd pixel at 
position p is part of the background; this classification is performed 
by considering the color-Fg mask. If the nmd pixel belongs to the 
co\ox-Fg mask, equation 3 is applied with H{») that does not con-
sider the Cmap of the model (all color-Fg pixels in the neighborhood 
are reliable) and <?2(*) uses the color image /. 
4. RESULTS 
Figure 3 reports the data coming from the low-cost active depth 
camera: visual information (a) and raw depth data (b), that presents 
several noise related problems (described in Section 2) such as: nmd 
pixels (marked in red), very noisy object boundaries and spatial 
noise. We have tested the proposed approach with three different 
datasets: two are composed by sequences acquired in our laborato-
ries, containing respectively a static and a dynamic scene; the third 
one is the object dataset proposed in [5], 
Fig. 3. Visual (a) and depth (b) obtained with the depth camera. 
The static scene reported in Figure 4 has been used to test the 
performance of the strategy for different color conditions in depth-
borders areas. In particular, we analyze the boundaries area of the 
two overlapped boxes: the brown one at the front, placed at 146 cm 
from the camera, and the white one behind on the left, placed at 186 
cm from the camera. We test the proposed approach under four dif-
ferent color conditions: the first case, called HC, is characterized by 
a high contrast on the box border in the color domain (Figure 4(a)); 
in the second case, called NC, we employed the proposed algorithm 
without considerig the color information, thus simulating the case 
of an empty U map due to the presence of a depth discontinuity 
and a high correlation in the color domain; for the third and the 
fourth case (Figure 4(b) and (c)) we introduced colored patches to 
test the proposed approach in a border containing misaligned color 
and depth discontinuities, these case are called GC and WC. Finally 
we compare our approach with the algorithm proposed in [9] that is 
based on guided filtering (GF) considering only depth information. 
Figure 5 shows the performance of the proposed approach with re-
spect to the different color conditions, the Normalized Absolute Er-
ror (NAE) is used to measure the algorithm accuracy. As expected, 
the NAE values obtained in the HC case (red line) are lower than the 
ones obtained in the NC case (blue line); textured color borders re-
duce the performance of the propoed strategy: in the GC case (green 
line) NAE values are increased since the presence of smaller similar 
color regions decreases the effective filtering area; the color-depth 
combination guarantees lower NAE values, in the case of mislead-
ing white patches, WC case (cyan line), with respect to the NC case. 
These tests demonstrate that the combination of color and depth data 
is fundamental to reduce the noise level present at object borders 
(black line) also in the cases in which color similarity and depth 
similarity do not correspond. It is worth noting that the proposed 
algorithm overperforms the depth based approach proposed in [9] 
(magenta line). The resulting depth map obtained in the HC and NC 
cases are reported in Figure 4 (d) and (e). 
Fig. 4. Object boundaries tests with different color condition: HC 
(a), GC (b), WC (c), depth map obtained in the HC case (d), depth 
map obtained in the NC case (e). 
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed strategy with different color 
conditions. 
Qualitative results of the proposed strategy's performance ap-
plied to a static scene are reported in Figure 6, where details of sam-
ple images of dataset [5] are reported. We compare the proposed 
strategy with the algorithm proposed in [9], based on the combina-
tion of guided filtering and normalized convolution, and with the 
recursive median filter proposed in [5] to correct the nmd pixels. As 
it can be observed, the proposed method improves significantly the 
accuracy of the depth maps: boundaries are completed and refined, 
leading to locally smooth regions with accurate depth values for nmd 
pixels, thanks to the efficient combination of depth and color infor-
mation. On the contrary, the other approaches, that do not use color 
data, do not guarantee an accurate depth map refinement at object 
borders where nmd pixels interpolated values tend to significantly 
over(under)-pass the actual object borders (i.e. the red cap). 
Sequences taken in an indoor environment (Figure 3) have been 
used to test the performance of the proposed approach in case of 
scenes containing moving objects through the evaluation of the de-
tection accuracy with respect to a ground truth containing the Fg and 
Bg masks; the sequence is composed by 150 frames. As a measure 
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Fig. 6. Processed images from dataset [5]: color images (column 1), raw depth maps (column 2), proposed method results (column 3), [9] 
results (column 4), [5] results (column 5). 
of algorithm performance, three parameters are used: False Posi-
tive (FP), that is the fraction of the Bg pixels that are marked as 
Fg; False Negative (FN), that is the fraction of Fg pixels that are 
marked as Bg, and the similarity measure S proposed in [12], that 
is a non-linear measure that fuses FP and FN indexes (close to 1 if 
detected Fg regions are similar to the real ones, close to 0 if they are 
different). Table 1 reports the results obtained using the proposed 
approach, and those obtained considering only Dm or the Im. As 
it can be noticed, the single use of Im leads to a high value of FN 
due mainly to the well known problem of color camouflage. On the 
contrary, by considering only Dm, very compact foreground regions 
are obtained thus leading to low FN; nevertheless, considering only 
depth information results in a higher value of FP, due to the noisy 
depth measurements at the object boundaries. The proposed com-
bination of both models reduces simultaneously both FP and FN 
values, and guarantees a very high value of S. Figure 7(a) reports 
a detail of the refined silhouette of the moving object obtained with 
the proposed approach; as it can be noticed, the incorporation of the 
color-Fg mask improves the accuracy at object boundaries, fitting 
much better the actual moving object silhouette. 
Model 
Proposed: Dm + Im 
J-m 
Dm 
FN 
2.58% 
14% 
1.8% 
FP 
0.54% 
2.1% 
6.7% 
S 
0.9 
0.68 
0.6 
Table 1. Foreground/Background modeling accuracy. 
Fig. 7. Filtered depth map: with color-Fg mask (a) and without the 
color-Fg mask (b). 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented a depth-color scene modeling for 3D 
content generation of dynamic indoor environments. The proposed 
approach combines depth and visual data provided by a low-cost ac-
tive depth camera to improve the depth map accuracy. The MoG al-
gorithm is used to iteratively build an accurate color and depth model 
of the background elements in the scene and to identify foreground 
pixels. An innovative joint-bilateral filter is proposed that efficiently 
combines depth and visual information to improve the depth data 
map accuracy by considering an edge-uncertainty map. The filtered 
depth map is then used to iteratively build a coherent and reliable 
depth-based model of the scene. Results demonstrate that the pro-
posed system dramatically improves the accuracy of the 3D contents 
provided by the low-cost active depth camera. 
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